18.5" PANEL MOUNT ALUMINUM BEZEL (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)

NOTES:
- FRONT USB PORT (OPTIONAL)
- MONITORS ONLY: FRONT OSD CONTROL (ALSO OPTIONAL ON REAR PANEL)
- FRONT DIMMER CONTROL (OPTIONAL)

SEVERAL I/O AND POWER CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE

REFERENCE ONLY
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MATERIAL & FINISH

NOTE: Front USB port is optional. Monitors only have front OSD control (also optional on rear panel). Front dimmer control is optional. Several I/O and power configurations are available.
18.5" PANEL MOUNT STAINLESS STEEL BEZELS (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)

- Several I/O and power configurations available
- VESA mounting pattern (100mm x 100mm)
- 4X M4x0.70 X 28 (7.1mm)

NOTES:

- Front OSD control (optional)
- Front dimmer control (optional)
- Reference only

REFERENCE ONLY
18.5" VESA/WALL MOUNT (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)

NOTES:
- Front USB port (optional)
- Several I/O and power configurations available

REFERENCES ONLY
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18.5" CONSOLE MOUNT ALUMINUM BEZEL (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)

NOTES:

FRONT USB PORT (OPTIONAL)

MONITORS ONLY: FRONT OSD CONTROL (ALSO OPTIONAL ON REAR PANEL)

SEVERAL I/O AND POWER CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE

MONITOR MOUNTING PATTERN
200mm x 200mm
4X M4x0.70
Z 0.28 [7.1mm]

P 0.221 4X THRU .125

18.5" CONSOLE MOUNT ALUMINUM BEZEL (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)

REFERENCE ONLY

NOTES:
18.5" CONSOLE MOUNT EXTREME ALUMINUM BEZEL (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)

NOTES:

- FRONT USB PORT (OPTIONAL)
- SEVERAL I/O AND POWER CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE

REFERENCES ONLY